ABSTRACT. We find explicit equations for four three-fold scrolls over surfaces by fixing the main existence problems in the classification of special quadratic birational transformations of a projective space into a not too much singular projective variety and whose base locus has dimension at most three.
INTRODUCTION
Going through classifications of special quadratic birational transformations from a projective space into a sufficiently regular variety (basically into a factorial variety), we have to deal with three types of existence problems. In the first and worst case, not only we do not know if there exists the transformation, but we do not know if there exists a variety having the structure and the invariants of its eventual base locus. In the second case, we know that there exists a variety having the structure and the invariants required for the base locus, but we do not know if it is cut out by quadrics; in this case, usually the existence of the transformation can be deduced from the property that the variety is cut out by quadrics. In the third case we know that the transformation exists really, but we are not able to establish whether the image is a factorial variety.
In this paper, precisely in §2, we fix all three of the above existence problems for four interesting linked transformations listed in the classification contained in [Sta13b, Theorem 7 .1] (see also [Sta13a, Theorem 6 .50]), of special quadratic birational transformations whose base locus has dimension at most three. And so, in that classification we leave to be solved only existence problems of the third type. As a consequence, it follows that the classification contained in [Sta12, §7] (see also [Sta13a, Theorem 5 .27]), of special quadratic birational transformations into a hypersurface and whose base locus has dimension at most three, is effective. Furthermore, one of our four transformations gives a new example of special Cremona transformation that, besides to complete the effective classification of special quadratic Cremona transformations whose base locus has dimension at most three, it also completes the effective classification of special Cremona transformations of type (2, 5).
In the construction of one of the four transformations, incidentally we encounter an example of "almost special" quadro-quadric Cremona transformation of P 11 and so in §3 we describe it in more details. Inspired by this example, we also construct explicitly a quadro-quadric Cremona transformation of P 20 , which should be related to the rank 3 Jordan algebra considered in [PR13, Examples 5.8 and 5.11] (see also [PR14] ).
We proceed to the construction of all transformations by first constructing restriction maps (or better candidates to be so) and after by lifting the maps with birational maps. Our approach is purely algorithmic, to find explicitly the equations of all the objects involved, and since the algorithms we going to describe require massive amounts of data, it is necessary to use some ad-hoc computational methods that allow to reduce use of data and calculation times. We shall describe these and other simple but essential methods in §1. All methods and codes described in this paper are written in the language of Macaulay2 [GS14] , but one should easily be able to translate in any other commutative algebra/algebraic geometry symbolic package. Note that we will often omit output lines that do not consider relevant, but all the input and output files are located at http://goo.gl/eT4rCR and an archive containing them all is also attached to the pdf version of this paper. In particular, the methods in §1 are contained in the file bir.m2.
SOME COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR RATIONAL MAPS BETWEEN PROJECTIVE SPACES
In this section we briefly describe the main computational methods that will be used in the following.
Computing inverse map.
The most important method we need is the one that will replaces the general method invertBirationalMap (provided by the package Parametrization) which in practice, for our calculations, only returns an overloading of memory. We compute the inverse of a birational map onto its image ϕ : P n P m by using the algorithm described by Russo and Simis in [RS01] ; although their method is not general, in our cases it always works. We call it invertBirationalMapRS, which takes in input a row matrix F = (F 0 , . . . , F m ) over the polynomial ring k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] of the source space, representing the linear system defining ϕ, and an ideal a of the polynomial ring k[y 0 , . . . , y m ] of the target space, representing the ideal of the image of ϕ. It computes the Jacobian matrix Θ, with respect to the variables x 0 , . . . , x n , of the biforms {∑ m i=0 y i L i, j } j=1,...,q , where {(L 0, j , . . . , L m, j )} j=1,...,q are generators for the module of linear syzygies of the ideal (F 0 , . . . , F m ). Then, since all the entries of Θ are linear forms lying in the ring k[y 0 , . . . , y m ], it takes in account the map of graded free modules
q and determines a generator G for the kernel of this map, seeing it as a row matrix over k[y 0 , . . . , y m ]. This is a candidate for representing the linear system defining ϕ −1 , but since with our input data it might not be assured, the method returns G only after a final check via the function isInverseMap, 1 with evident meaning. Our implementation is the following:
1 Note that this check is not always instantaneous and so for efficiency reasons it would be better not to do inside the implementation of the function. Further, one could check the condition about ranks of appropriate matrices provided by Russo and Simis; but we prefer the complete check because in most of cases we use the algorithm, we pass in input only a candidate to be the ideal of the image. 1.2. Checking birationality. One can also quickly check the birationality of a map without to calculate its inverse, but calculating its degree. Indeed, if ϕ : P n P m is a rational map defined by a linear system F 0 , . . . , F m , we consider the corresponding affine map ϕ a : A n+1 → A m+1 and the induced ring map ϕ :
is the homogeneous ideal of a (general) point p ∈ P n , then we have that ϕ −1 (ϕ(p)) is the projectivized of the cone
and this is defined by the quotient ideal ϕ p := ϕ ϕ −1 (p) : (F 0 , . . . , F m ). So we can compute the degree of ϕ by computing the degree and the dimension of V (ϕ p ). This is what the function degreeOfRationalMap does, after choosing a random point and checked that it is sufficiently general. A sketch of its implementation, for maps of non-zero degree and without checking about the chosen point, is as follows: Remark 1.1. Note that this simple idea to compute the degree of a rational map can be generalized in an obvious way to obtain a probabilistic algorithm for the calculation of all projective degrees of a rational map P n P n (see [Har92, Example 19 .4] for the definitions). A different and interesting (but more expensive) method to do this is described by Aluffi in [Alu03] .
Remark 1.2. Since, for i > 0, the ith projective degree of the polar map of a hypersurface V (F) ⊂ P n coincides with the (i−1)th projective degree of the polar map of a general hyperplane section V (F) ∩ P n−1 ⊂ P n−1 , we can use the function degreeOfRationalMap to determine all projective degrees of a polar map (this is roughly implemented with the function polarClass contained in the file bir.m2). Note that the main computationally expensive part of the Aluffi's algorithm for the computation of the push-forward to P n of the Chern-Schwartz-MacPherson class of a projective variety X ⊂ P n is to determine the projective degrees of polar maps of suitable hypersurfaces; therefore one can speed up the algorithm considerably by using the method described here. 1.4. Computing base locus of inverse map. We describe a heuristic method to determine the base locus of the inverse of a birational map, without to determine the inverse map. This applies well to maps like those returned by the method in 1.1. Here we consider a special case, the only one we are interested in. Let η : P N P n be a rational map defined by a linear system of hypersurfaces of degree d and let Z ⊂ P N be an n-dimensional subvariety such that the restriction η| Z : Z P n is a birational map of type (d, 2). If H ⊂ P N is a general hyperplane, then the image of H ∩ Z via η is a general member in the linear system defining the inverse map ϕ = η| Z −1 . Thus, by considering the images of N + 1 general hyperplane sections H i ∩ Z ⊂ P N , i = 0, . . . , N, we obtain N + 1 quadric hypersurfaces Q i ⊂ P n , such that the intersection N i=0 Q i is the base locus B ⊂ P n of ϕ. From a computational point of view, it is much better, instead to compute the images of hyperplane sections, to compute the images of linear sections obtained by intersecting Z with general subspaces of higher codimension c > 1. So, when c is not too much high, more precisely when c is less than the codimension of B, one determines intersections c j=1 Q j of c general members of the linear system defining ϕ and can obtain B by intersecting them. When Z = P N = P n , i.e. η is a Cremona transformation of type (d, 2), we also use the trick of do not calculate the images of these subspaces (that actually we often are not able to calculate), but only, by using the method described in 1.3, the quadrics containing their images (in this way one can also try to take a little bigger c). Furthermore, in this case, we can check that the constructed subscheme B ⊂ P n is really the base locus of ϕ and most importantly determine ϕ. Indeed, by choosing a system of generators for the ideal of B, we should obtain a rational map ϕ 0 : P n P N , such that ϕ 0 • η is a projective transformation σ of P N ; thus we have that
Now we sketch out the implementation of the method. We call it baseLocusOfInverseMap, which takes in input three argument: an ideal, representing the subvariety Z ⊂ P N ; a ring map, representing the rational map η : P N P n ; a list of ideals, representing a sufficiently large set of sufficiently general linear subspaces of P N . It returns an ideal, candidate to be the ideal of the base locus of ϕ. The called function restrict takes in input two arguments F, L, where F is either an ideal or a matrix over a polynomial ring k[x 0 , . . . , x n ] and L = (l 0 , . . . , l m ) is an ideal generated by linear forms over the same ring. It chooses a non-zero coefficient of l 0 = ∑ n i=0 a i x i , say a i 0 . Then it substitutes in I and L the variable x i 0 with (a i 0 x i 0 − l 0 )/a i 0 , by obtaining two data I and L over k[x 0 , . . . , x i 0 −1 , x i 0 +1 , . . . , x n ]. Now it replaces I and L with I and L and repeats the process until L = 0. It returns the obtained I.
1.5.
Checking irreducibility of base locus. All our objects will be defined over the rational field Q, 2 where we can do the exact calculations, but we will be interested in their properties over the complex field C. Of course the property of irreducibility does not transfer from Q to C, but one can check if a smooth subscheme X of P n defined over Q is irreducible over C, by computing the number of connected components over the algebraic closure of Q. This is what the function numberConnectedComponents does, namely it simply computes the dimension over Q of H 0 (X, O X ).
TRANSFORMATIONS COMING FROM THREE-FOLD SCROLLS OVER SURFACES
In this section we prove our main result:
Theorem 2.1. Let j = 0, 1, 2, 3. There exists a special birational transformation ϕ j of type (2, 2 + j) from P 8 into a factorial complete intersection of 3 − j quadrics in P 11− j , whose base locus is a linearly normal 3-fold scroll B j = P Y j (E j ) ⊂ P 8 of degree 9 + j and sectional genus 3 + j over a surface Y j , where Y 0 = P 2 , Y 1 = Q 2 is the quadric surface, Y 2 = F 1 is the Hirzebruch surface, and Y 3 is the del Pezzo surface of degree 5.
We prove Theorem 2.1 providing an algorithm that produces explicit linear systems for the maps ϕ j 's and ϕ −1 j 's and then we shall show everything via computational methods. We have divided the input code into three files, together with the file named bir.m2. From each input it comes out a respective output file and the final is named equationOfBj.m2, which contains the linear systems defining the maps, the linear systems defining the inverses and the equations of the images. We give a glimpse of what we are going to construct, by showing the number of characters needed to write them:
Macaulay2, version 1.7 with packages: ConwayPolynomials, Elimination, IntegralClosure, LLLBases, PrimaryDecomposition, ReesAlgebra, TangentCone i1 : load "equationsOfBj.m2" i2 : --number characters to write phi_j for j to 3 list # toString phi_j o2 = {1668, 16044, 18880, 26486} i3 : --number characters to write the inverses for j to 3 list # toString eta_j o3 = {1231, 160297, 1409699, 1702444}
To begin with, we calculate in the following subsection the parameterizations and then the equations of smooth surfaces, good candidates to be general hyperplane sections of the desired scrolls. In other words, we construct, for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, a smooth surface S j ⊂ P 7 of degree 9 + j and cut out by 12 − j quadrics.
Construction of general hyperplane sections. Recall the following well-known result of adjunction theory (see for example [BS95]).
Fact 2.2. Let X = P Y (E ) be a projective smooth 3-fold, embedded as a linear scroll over a smooth surface Y , where E is a rank 2 vector bundle on Y , and let p : X → Y denote the structural morphism. If S is a smooth hyperplane section of X, i.e. S is a smooth element in the linear system |H|, where H is the tautological line bundle on X, then the restriction p| S of p to S is the reduction map of (S, H| S ) to (Y, det E ), where det E is very ample and the number of points blown up by p| S is c 2 (E ).
From this it follows that if the scroll B j = P Y j (E j ) ⊂ P 8 in the statement of Theorem 2.1 exists, then the surface Y j is embedded in P 7+c 2 (E j ) by det E j as a surface of degree 9 + j + c 2 (E j ) and it is the reduction of the general hyperplane section S j ⊂ P 7 of B j . But one can also deduce that, putting s j = c 2 (E j ), necessarily we must have s 0 = 7, s 1 = 8, s 2 = 10, s 3 = 8; so we do not have much choice for the embedding of Y j and construct one of its parameterizations ν j as follows:
• For j = 0, we simply take the 4-uple embedding ν 0 of P 2 in P 14 as a surface of degree 16.
• For j = 1, we take a parameterization of a smooth quadric surface, P 2 Q 2 ⊂ P 3 , and compose it with the 3-uple embedding of P 3 in P 19 ; so we obtain a birational map ν 1 : P 2 P 19 parameterizing a surface of degree 18 in P 15 ⊂ P 19 .
• For j = 2, we take a parameterization ν 2 : P 2 P 17 of the Hirzebruch surface F 1 embedded in P 17 by 3C 0 + 5 f as a surface of degree 21; this is obtained by the linear system of all quintic curves containing a triple point in P 2 .
• For j = 3, we take a parameterization of a del Pezzo surface of degree 5 in P 5 and compose it with the 2-uple embedding of P 5 in P 20 ; so we obtain a birational map ν 3 : P 2 P 20 parameterizing a surface of degree 20 in P 15 ⊂ P 20 . It is easy to see that the following code gives the parameterizations ν j 's. --emb4P2 is the 4-uple embedding of P^2. emb4P2=map(ringP2,ringP14,gens (ideal vars ringP2)^4); i10 : v_0=emb4P2; i11 : --Case j=1:
--tau parameterizes a quadric surface. tau=map(ringP2,ringP3,matrix{{t_2*vars(ringP2),t_0*t_1}}); i12 : --emb3P3 is the 3-uple embedding of P^3.
emb3P3=map(ringP3,ringP19,gens (ideal vars ringP3)^3); i13 : p=tau*emb3P3; i14 : ringP15=ringP19/(ideal image basis(1,saturate kernel p)); i15 : v_1=map(ringP2,ringP15,matrix p); i16 : --Case j=2:
--the image of v_2 is the Hirzebruch surface F_1 --embedded in P^17 by the very ample divisor 3C_0+5f. v_2=map(ringP2,ringP17, { t_1^2*t_2^3,t_0*t_1*t_2^3,t_0^2*t_2^3,t_1^3*t_2^2, t_0*t_1^2*t_2^2,t_0^2*t_1*t_2^2,t_0^3*t_2^2,t_1^4*t_2, t_0*t_1^3*t_2,t_0^2*t_1^2*t_2,t_0^3*t_1*t_2,t_0^4*t_2, t_1^5,t_0*t_1^4,t_0^2*t_1^3,t_0^3*t_1^2,t_0^4*t_1,t_0^5}); i17 : --Case j=3:
--theta parameterizes a del Pezzo surface of degree 5. theta=map(ringP2,ringP5,gens image basis(3,intersect( ideal(t_0,t_1),ideal(t_1,t_2), ideal(t_2,t_0),ideal(t_0-t_1,t_2-t_0)))); i18 : --emb2P5 is the 2-uple embedding of P^5 emb2P5=map(ringP5,ringP20,gens (ideal vars ringP5)^2); i19 : p'=theta*emb2P5; i20 : ringP15'=ringP20/(ideal image basis(1,saturate kernel p')); i21 : v_3=map(ringP2,ringP15',matrix p');
The next step is to project these surfaces from s j sufficiently general points. That is, for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, we consider the composition of the parameterization ν j with a sequence of s j general inner projections; equivalently, we can take s j general points p 1 j , . . . , p s j j on the source space of ν j and to project Y j ⊂ P 7+s j from the linear span
One can find a set of s j random points as follows:
i22 : s = (j)->(if j==0 then return 7 else if j==2 then return 10 else return 8); i23 : for j to 3 list pts_j=(for i to s(j)-1 list ideal(random(1,ringP2),random(1,ringP2)));
But since a "random point" is not necessarily a "general point", and since we want that this procedure always provides the same output, we choose, once and for all, the points in the source of ν j as follows:
i22 : j=0; i23 : pts_j={ideal(t_1,t_0),ideal(t_2,t_0),ideal(t_2,t_1),ideal(t_1-t_2,t_0), ideal(t_1,t_0-t_2),ideal(t_2,t_0-t_1),ideal(t_1-t_2,t_0-t_2)}; i24 : j=1; i25 : pts_j={ideal(t_1+t_2,t_0+2*t_2),ideal(2*t_1-t_2,t_0+6*t_2), ideal(t_1-3*t_2,t_0-3*t_2),ideal(t_1-4*t_2,t_0+3*t_2), ideal(3*t_1-t_2,t_0+t_2),ideal(t_1-t_2,5*t_0+3*t_2), ideal(t_1,5*t_0-6*t_2),ideal(2*t_1-3*t_2,t_0+6*t_2)}; i26 : j=2; i27 : pts_j={ideal(5*t_1-6*t_2,2*t_0+3*t_2),ideal(8*t_1+3*t_2,32*t_0+9*t_2), ideal(25*t_1-9*t_2,15*t_0-2*t_2),ideal(12*t_1-5*t_2,36*t_0-25*t_2), ideal(12*t_1-7*t_2,216*t_0+7*t_2),ideal(5*t_1+27*t_2,2*t_0+27*t_2), ideal(56*t_1+5*t_2,56*t_0+15*t_2),ideal(5*t_1+6*t_2,10*t_0-9*t_2), ideal(21*t_1+4*t_2,21*t_0-4*t_2),ideal(t_1-6*t_2,t_0+7*t_2)}; i28 : j=3; i29 : pts_j={ideal(15*t_1+7*t_2,3*t_0-2*t_2),ideal(8*t_1+11*t_2,2*t_0+t_2), ideal(15*t_1-14*t_2,3*t_0+5*t_2),ideal(3*t_1-t_2,9*t_0+2*t_2), ideal(3*t_1-4*t_2,3*t_0-4*t_2),ideal(3*t_1-t_2,15*t_0+13*t_2), ideal(t_1,2*t_0-3*t_2),ideal(9*t_1-7*t_2,9*t_0+5*t_2)};
Now we compute the parameterizations ψ j 's of the surfaces S j 's in P 7 :
i30 : ringP7=kk[x_0.
.x_7]; i31 : --U_j is the ideal of the union of the images of the s_j points. for j to 3 list U_j=preimage(v_j,intersect pts_j); i32 : for j to 3 list linSpanU_j=ideal image basis(1,U_j); i33 : for j to 3 list psi_j=v_j*map(source v_j,ringP7,gens(linSpanU_j));
At this point we can obtain the equations of the S j ⊂ P 7 's and so check that they are (irreducible) surfaces of the correct degree and defined by the correct number of quadrics:
i34 : for j to 3 list idealS_j=saturate kernel psi_j; i35 : for j to 3 list codim idealS_j o35 = {5, 5, 5, 5} i36 : for j to 3 list degree idealS_j o36 = {9, 10, 11, 12} i37 : for j to 3 list numgens idealS_j o37 = {12, 11, 10, 9} i38 : for j to 3 list max degrees idealS_j o38 = {{2}, {2}, {2}, {2}} i39 : for j to 3 list min degrees idealS_j o39 = {{2}, {2}, {2}, {2}}
Although, for the purpose of the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is not necessary to check that the surfaces S j 's are smooth, it is required in order that the final constructions are correct. Our choice of the points has been made to ensure this condition and we can check it with the command (this will require plenty of time):
i40 : for j to 3 list saturate(minors(5,jacobian(idealS_j))+idealS_j)==ideal(1_ringP7) o40 = {true, true, true, true}
Now save these equations in the text file equationsOfSj.m2:
i41 : File1 := openOut "equationsOfSj.m2"; i42 : File1 <<"kk="<<toExternalString kk<<";"<<endl<<"ringP7=kk[x_0..x_7];"<<endl; i43 : for j to 3 list File1 <<"idealS_"<<j<<"="<<toString idealS_j<<";"<<endl; i44 : close File1; 2.2. Construction of smooth extensions. Now we show that the rational map ϕ j : P 7 P 11− j , defined by |I S j ⊂P 7 (2)|, is birational onto its image for any j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and describe a procedure allowing to lift it with a birational map of P 8 .
In the following code, we first compute the image of ϕ j , seeing that it is the (complete) intersection Z j ∩ D j ⊂ P 11− j of a complete intersection Z j of 3 − j quadrics and one hypersurface D j of degree 2 + j. After that, we compute its inverse and save the outputs in the file inversesOfRestrictions.m2. It turns out that the inverse of ϕ j is defined by a linear system on P 11− j generated by 8 hypersurfaces of degree 2 + j; so we consider the rational map η j : Z j P 8 defined by the linear system generated by these 8 hypersurfaces together with the hypersurface D j .
i1 : load "bir.m2"; i2 : load "equationsOfSj.m2"; i3 : for j to 3 list ringTarget_j=kk[y_0..y_(11-j)]; i4 : for j to 3 list phi'_j=map(ringP7,ringTarget_j,gens idealS_j); i5 : for j to 3 list phi'Im_j=trim kernel phi'_j; i6 : for j to 3 list numgens phi'Im_j==4-j o6 = {true, true, true, true} i7 : for j to 3 list D_j=phi'Im_j_(3-j); i8 : for j to 3 list degrees ideal D_j o8 = {{{2}}, {{3}}, {{4}}, {{5}}} i9 : for j to 3 list Z_j=submatrix'(gens phi'Im_j,,{3-j}) i10 : for j to 3 list degrees ideal Z_j o10 = {{{2}, {2}, {2}}, {{2}, {2}}, {{2}}, {}} i11 : for j to 3 list omega_j=invertBirationalMapRS(gens idealS_j,phi'Im_j); i12 : for j to 3 list eta_j=omega_j|D_j; i13 : for j to 3 list degrees ideal eta_j  o13 = {{{2}, {2}, {2}, {2}, {2}, {2}, {2}, {2}, {2}}, {{3}, {3}, {3}, {3}, {3},  {3}, {3}, {3}, {3}}, {{4}, {4}, {4}, {4}, {4}, {4}, {4}, {4}, {4}}, {{5},  {5}, {5}, {5}, {5}, {5} , {5}, {5}, {5}}} i14 : File2 := openOut "inversesOfRestrictions.m2"; i15 : File2 <<"kk="<<toExternalString kk<<";"<<endl; i16 : for j to 3 list ( File2 <<"ringTarget_"<<j<<"=kk[y_0..y_(11-"<<j<<")];"<<endl; File2 <<"Z_"<<j<<"="<<toString Z_j<<";"<<endl; File2 <<"D_"<<j<<"="<<toString D_j<<";"<<endl; File2 <<"eta_"<<j<<"="<<toString eta_j<<";"<<endl); i17 : close File2;
Our aim will be to show that η j is birational and to find the inverse ϕ j := η −1 j (at least modulo projective transformations). We will do this by discussing the cases according to the values of j.
2.2.1. Case j = 3. Here we simply calculate the inverse of η 3 via the the method described in 1.1. (One could also use the method in 1.4, but this is one of the cases where to invert the map via general methods seems unthinkable.) i1 : load "bir.m2"; i2 : load "inversesOfRestrictions.m2"; i3 : ringP8=kk[x_0..x_8]; i4 : O=ideal ringP8; i5 : phi_3=invertBirationalMapRS(eta_3,O); i6 : idealB_3=ideal phi_3;
Now we save ϕ 3 and its inverse η 3 in the file equationsOfBj.m2. i7 : File3 := openOut "equationsOfBj.m2"; i8 : File3 <<"kk="<<toExternalString kk<<"; "; i9 : File3 <<"ringP8=kk[x_0..x_8];"<<endl; i10 : File3 <<"idealB_3="<<toString idealB_3<<";"<<endl; i11 : File3 <<"ringTarget_3=kk[y_0..y_8];"<<endl; i12 : File3 <<"phi_3=map(ringP8,ringTarget_3,gens idealB_3);"<<endl; i13 : File3 <<"Z_3=ideal ringTarget_3;"<<endl; i14 : File3 <<"eta_3=map(ringTarget_3,ringP8,"<<toString eta_3<<");"<<endl; i15 : close File3; 2.2.2. Case j = 2. Here the situation becomes more serious and, in order to get reasonable calculation times and limited size of data, we need some tricks. In the first step, we reduce the problem to that of determining the inverse of a Cremona transformation β of P 8 of type (8, 2). This is done by parameterizing the quadric hypersurface Z 2 with a birational transformation ρ of type (2, 1) of P 8 .
i16 : --p is a nonsingular point of the quadric Z_2 p=ideal submatrix'(vars ringTarget_2,{2}); i17 : isSubset(ideal Z_2,p) and not isSubset(ideal jacobian ideal Z_2,p) o17 = true i18 : --We consider the inverse map rho of the projection of Z_2 in P^8 from p rho=map(ringP8,ringTarget_2, sub(transpose(invertBirationalMap(ideal Z_2,gens p))#0,vars ringP8)); i19 : kernel rho == ideal Z_2 o19 = true i20 : --We consider the composition beta of rho with eta_2 beta=rho*map(ringTarget_2,ringP8,eta_2);
Now the idea is to invert β and so obtain the inverse of the map η 2 ; but to invert β directly, via the method in 1.1, is still difficult and one of the reasons should be clear from the output of the command (number of characters to write β ):
i21 : # toString beta o21 = 2036593
However, we can determine first the base locus of the inverse map of β by using the method described in 1.4 and so by obtaining a map α : P 8 P 8 such that α • β is a projective transformation. Quite mysteriously, in this case our method already provides the inverse of β , but if it was not so we could replace α with (α • β ) −1 • α.
i22 : L={ideal(x_1,x_3,x_4,x_5,x_8), ideal(x_0,x_2-x_3,x_4,x_6,x_8), ideal(x_3,x_4,x_6,x_7,x_8)}; i23 : X=baseLocusOfInverseMap(O,beta,L); i24 : alpha=map(ringP8,ringP8,gens X); i25 : isInverseMap(matrix beta,matrix alpha) o25 = true Now we compute the composition ϕ 2 : P 8 Z 2 ⊂ P 9 of the map α with the parameterization ρ of the quadric Z 2 .
3 Then we save ϕ 2 and its inverse in the file equationsOfBj.m2.
i26 : --compose is a method in bir.m2. It computes the composition --and removes the fixed component of the linear system phi_2=map(ringP8,ringTarget_2,compose(matrix alpha,matrix rho)); i27 : idealB_2=ideal matrix phi_2; i28 : --Saving File3 = openOutAppend "equationsOfBj.m2"; i29 : File3 <<"idealB_2="<<toString idealB_2<<";"<<endl; i30 : File3 <<"ringTarget_2=kk[y_0..y_9];"<<endl; i31 : File3 <<"phi_2=map(ringP8,ringTarget_2,gens idealB_2);"<<endl; i32 : File3 <<"Z_2="<<toString ideal Z_2<<";"<<endl; i33 : File3 <<"eta_2=map(ringTarget_2,ringP8,"<<toString eta_2<<");"<<endl; i34 : close File3;
We point out that the base locus of the Cremona transformation α is the union of the base locus of ϕ 2 and of a simple point. This can be checked as follows:
i35 : P=saturate (ideal matrix alpha:idealB_2); i36 : max degrees P == {1} and numgens P == 8 o36 = true 2.2.3. Case j = 1. Here we use the method in 1.4 to compute a rational map ϕ 1 : P 8 P 10 with the same base locus of η −1 1 , but different from it.
i37 : eta_1=map(ringTarget_1,ringP8,eta_1); i38 : use ringTarget_1; i39 : L={ideal(y_0,y_1,y_2,y_3), ideal(y_4,y_5,y_6,y_7), ideal(y_8,y_9,y_10,y_0)}; i40 : idealB_1=baseLocusOfInverseMap(ideal Z_1,eta_1,L); i41 : phi_1=map(ringP8,ringTarget_1,gens idealB_1);
At this point, we can calculate the image and the inverse of ϕ 1 (i.e. we correct Z 1 and η 1 ) and save our data.
i42 : Z_1=trim ideal homogPartOfImage(phi_1,2); i43 : eta_1=invertBirationalMapRS(matrix phi_1,Z_1); i44 : File3 = openOutAppend "equationsOfBj.m2"; i45 : File3 <<"idealB_1="<<toString idealB_1<<";"<<endl; i46 : File3 <<"ringTarget_1=kk[y_0..y_10];"<<endl; i47 : File3 <<"phi_1=map(ringP8,ringTarget_1,gens idealB_1);"<<endl; i48 : File3 <<"Z_1="<<toString Z_1<<";"<<endl; i49 : File3 <<"eta_1=map(ringTarget_1,ringP8,"<<toString eta_1<<");"<<endl; i50 : close File3; 2.2.4. Case j = 0. This case is very special and can be computed in various ways. 4 One way is the following: consider the rational map η 0 : P 11 P 11 , defined by the linear system generated by the 9 quadrics defining η 0 and the 3 quadrics defining Z 0 . It turns out that η 0 is a quadroquadric Cremona transformation and its inverse extends the map ψ 0 : P 7 P 11 to a map of P 11 . Thus we take ϕ 0 to be the restriction to a general P 8 ⊂ P 11 of η 0 −1 .
i51 : Eta0=eta_0|Z_0; i52 : Phi0=invertBirationalMapRS(Eta0,ideal ringTarget_0); i53 : --Restricting to a sufficiently general P^8 use ringTarget_0; i54 : subs={y_11=>3*y_8-y_2, y_10=>2*y_6-7*y_5, y_9 =>-y_4+5*y_0}; i55 : idealB_0=ideal sub(sub(sub(Phi0,subs),ringTarget_3),vars ringP8); i56 : phi_0=map(ringP8,ringTarget_0,gens idealB_0); i57 : Z_0=trim ideal homogPartOfImage(phi_0,2); i58 : eta_0=invertBirationalMapRS(matrix phi_0,Z_0); i59 : --Saving File3 = openOutAppend "equationsOfBj.m2"; i60 : File3 <<"idealB_0="<<toString idealB_0<<";"<<endl; i61 : File3 <<"ringTarget_0=kk[y_0..y_11];"<<endl; i62 : File3 <<"phi_0=map(ringP8,ringTarget_0,gens idealB_0);"<<endl; i63 : File3 <<"Z_0="<<toString Z_0<<";"<<endl; i64 : File3 <<"eta_0=map(ringTarget_0,ringP8,"<<toString eta_0<<");"<<endl; i65 : close File3; 2.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. By using the classification in [Sta13b] , of special quadratic birational transformations whose base locus has dimension at most three, we immediately see that Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to the following statement: For j = 0, 1, 2, 3, there exists a special quadratic birational transformation from P 8 into a factorial complete intersection of 3 − j quadrics in P 11− j , whose base locus is a (smooth) 3-fold of degree 9 + j. Moreover, a complete intersection of 3 − j quadrics in P 11− j is automatically factorial whenever its singular locus has dimension at most 4 (this follows from Grothendieck's Theorem on parafactoriality). Now the proof is completely reduced to computational checking:
2.3.1. For j = 0, 1, 2, 3, the constructed subscheme B j ⊂ P 8 has dimension 3, degree 9 + j and its saturated ideal is generated by 12 − j quadrics:
i1 : load "bir.m2"; i2 : load "equationsOfBj.m2"; i3 : for j to 3 list ( idealB_j==saturate idealB_j and 4 Note that this case was already completely fixed in [Sta13a, Example 6.42].
degrees idealB_j==degrees saturate idealB_j and max degrees idealB_j=={2} and min degrees idealB_j=={2} and numgens idealB_j==12-j and codim idealB_j==5 and degree idealB_j==9+j and sectionalGenus idealB_j==3+j ) o3 = {true, true, true, true} 2.3.2. The rational map ϕ j : P 8 P 11− j , defined by choosing a basis in the linear system |I B j ⊂P 8 (2)|, is birational onto its image, which is the complete intersection Z j :
i4 : for j to 3 list ( degreeOfRationalMap(matrix phi_j)==1 and if j<2 then kernel phi_j==Z_j else true ) o4 = {true, true, true, true} Moreover, we have the explicit inverse of ϕ j , which is defined by hypersurfaces of degree 2 + j:
i5 : for j to 3 list isInverseMap(matrix phi_j,matrix eta_j) o5 = {true, true, true, true}
One can also check that the image of ϕ j is Z j by observing that it is contained in Z j and by checking that the 0th projective degree of ϕ j coincides with the degree of Z j .
2.3.3. The image Z j of ϕ j is a factorial complete intersection of 3 − j quadrics:
i6 : for j to 3 list dim singularLocus Proj(ring(Z_j)/Z_j) < 5 o6 = {true, true, true, true} 2.3.4. The scheme B j is (absolutely) connected:
i7 : for j to 3 list numberConnectedComponents idealB_j==1 o7 = {true, true, true, true} 2.3.5. Finally, the scheme B j is smooth (this takes a lot of time):
i8 : for j to 3 list saturate(minors(5,jacobian idealB_j)+idealB_j)==ideal(1_ringP8) o8 = {true, true, true, true}
Since it seems evident that, for determining singular loci, Sage [So14] is much faster than Macaulay2, we have also provided the file Bjs.sage, which contains the definitions of the schemes B j 's in the Sage language. So we can check the smoothness of the B j 's by using Sage (for instance j = 3):
sage: kk=QQ; sage: load('Bjs.sage') Defining x_0, x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, x_6, x_7, x_8 sage: SingB3=B3.intersection(P8.subscheme(jacobian(eqsB3,varsP8).minors(5))); sage: SingB3.dimension() -1 2.3.6. Now, in addition, for a non-trivial checking, we note that for a quadratic rational map ϕ of P 8 having smooth irreducible and three-dimensional base locus X ⊂ P 8 , we have the following formula for the 0th projective degree:
where s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 are the degrees of the Segre classes of X (see [Sta13b, Remark 2.3]). We can get the s i 's via the command segreClass, even though it uses only a probabilistic algorithm: i9 : load "CharacteristicClasses.m2"; i10 : for j to 3 list s_j=(for i to 3 list sub((coefficients segreClass idealB_j)#1_(3-i,0),ZZ)) o10 = {{9, -67, 294, -984}, {10, -76, 340, -1156}, {11, -85, 386, -1330}, {12, -94, 431, -1489}} i11 : for j to 3 list -s_j_3-16*s_j_2-112*s_j_1-448*s_j_0+256 o11 = {8, 4, 2, 1} 2.4. Applications. We now list consequences of Theorem 2.1 related to the problem of classification of special birational transformations.
2.4.1. For j = 3, it follows the existence of a linearly normal 3-fold embedded in P 8 as a linear scroll of degree 12 over the del Pezzo surface of degree 5. As a consequence (see [Sta13b, Theorem 7 .1]), we deduce that there are exactly two examples of special quadratic Cremona transformations having three-dimensional base loci. In the other example, the base locus is given by an internal projection in P 8 of a general three-dimensional linear section G(1, 5) ∩ P 9 ⊂ P 9 of G(1, 5) ⊂ P 14 ; in particular its degree is 13 (see [HKS92] ).
Furthermore, from results in [Rus09] it follows immediately that these two transformations are the only special Cremona transformations of type (2, 5).
2.4.2. For j = 2, the existence of a 3-fold embedded in P 8 as a linear scroll of degree 11 over the surface F 1 has been established in [AB10] (see also [BFF13] ). From Theorem 2.1 we also see that such a scroll is cut out by quadrics and this is sufficient to imply the existence of a quadratic birational map from P 8 into a quadric Q 8 of P 9 (see [Sta13b, Example 6.14]). Again from Theorem 2.1 we see that the quadric Q 8 is factorial and in particular we deduce that all cases in the classification contained in [Sta12, §7] (see also [Sta13a, Theorem 5.27]) are really possible. That is, we deduce that there are exactly five examples of special quadratic birational transformations into a sufficiently regular hypersurface and whose base locus has dimension three (four of them have as image a quadric and the other a cubic).
2.4.3. For j = 1, the existence of a 3-fold embedded in P 8 as a linear scroll of degree 10 over the quadric surface has been established in [FL97] ; in this case one can also deduce directly that it is cut out by quadrics and that yields a quadratic birational transformation of P 8 (see [Sta13b, Examples 6 .16]). Now from Theorem 2.1 we also see that the image of this transformation is factorial and in particular we deduce that the first two of the three cases of the classification contained in [Sta13b, Corollary 7.2] (of special birational transformations of type (2, 3) into factorial del Pezzo varieties) are really possible. (In the third case we do not know if the image of the map is factorial, although we also know its equations and geometric structure, see [Sta13a, Example 6.43].) 2.4.4. For the convenience of the reader, we summarize in Table 1 the classification of all special birational transformations ϕ : P n Z ⊆ P n+a of type (2, d) with d > 1 and whose base locus B has dimension 3. For details and the complete classification when dim B ≤ 3 and including the case when d = 1, see [Sta13b,  Z ⊆ P n+a of type (2, d) with d > 1 and dim B = 3. (*): Z is a cone over G(1, 4) ⊂ P 9 ⊂ P 11 ; (**): Z is the intersection of a quadric in P 12 with a cone over G(1, 4) ⊂ P 9 ⊂ P 12 .
CONSTRUCTION OF TWO QUADRO-QUADRIC CREMONA TRANSFORMATIONS
In this section we apply again the methods described in §1 to obtain two explicit examples of special Cremona transformations of type (2, 2). Their appropriate restrictions yield explicit examples of special birational transformations of type (2, 2) into complete intersections of quadrics.
3.1. A Cremona transformation of P 11 . We have already encountered this example, in the discussion of the case j = 0 in the previous section. We return to the construction in more details and slightly simplifying the equations. Consider the set Λ of the 7 points in P 2 :
The saturate ideal of Λ is generated by 3 cubics and dim |I Λ⊂P 2 (4)| = 7. The image Y ⊂ P 7 of the rational map ϕ = ϕ |I Λ⊂P 2 (4)| : P 2 P 7 is a smooth surface of degree 9 and with saturated ideal generated by 12 quadrics. These 12 quadrics define a special birational map ψ : P 7 P 11 of type (2, 2) onto a complete intersection of 4 quadrics. We then consider the 8 quadrics defining ψ −1 and the 4 quadrics defining ψ(P 7 ). These 12 quadrics give a Cremona transformation of P 11 . Explicitly, there is a Cremona transformation ω of P 11 given by: (3.1)
x 6 x 10 − x 5 x 11 , x 1 x 10 − x 4 x 10 + x 3 x 11 , x 6 x 8 − x 2 x 11 , x 5 x 8 − x 2 x 10 , x 3 x 8 − x 0 x 10 , x 1 x 8 − x 4 x 8 + x 0 x 11 , x 6 x 7 − x 1 x 9 + x 4 x 9 − x 4 x 11 , x 5 x 7 + x 3 x 9 − x 4 x 10 ,
x 2 x 7 − x 4 x 8 + x 0 x 9 , x 1 x 5 − x 4 x 5 + x 3 x 6 , x 2 x 3 − x 0 x 5 , x 1 x 2 − x 2 x 4 + x 0 x 6 .
The inverse ω −1 is given by:
(3.2) −x 5 x 10 + x 4 x 11 , x 5 x 9 − x 8 x 9 + x 6 x 10 − x 1 x 11 + x 7 x 11 , x 2 x 10 + x 3 x 11 , x 4 x 9 − x 1 x 10 , −x 8 x 9 + x 6 x 10 + x 7 x 11 , x 3 x 9 + x 0 x 10 , x 2 x 9 − x 0 x 11 , x 4 x 6 + x 5 x 7 − x 1 x 8 ,
The base locus X of ω is a reduced connected scheme of dimension 6, degree 9 and Hilbert polynomial P(t) = 3 t + 4 4 − 11 t + 5 5 + 9 t + 6 6 .
The support of the singular locus of X is a linear space of dimension 2, which coincides with the vertex of its secant variety Sec(X). Now, just as can be done for smooth Severi varieties, we can parameterize X by the inverse of the restriction to X of a linear projection from the linear span of a general entry locus of X. More precisely, we pick a sufficiently general point p on the fixed component of the linear system defining the composition ω −1 • ω (which coincides with the secant variety of X) and consider the projection π p : P 11 P 6 from the linear space ω −1 (ω(p)) (which coincides with the linear span of the entry locus Σ p (X)). It turns out that the restriction of π p to X is birational and so we obtain a birational map γ : P 6 X ⊂ P 11 of type (2, 1). It follows that X is irreducible and rational and moreover, by using [Sta13a, Lemma 2.28], we deduce that its Hilbert scheme of lines passing through a general point is the union in P 5 of a smooth quadric surface with a P 3 intersecting the quadric along a line.
Implementation. The following code computes the maps in (3.1), (3.2) and the parameterization γ : P 6 P 11 .
i1 : load "bir.m2"; i2 : kk=QQ; i3 : ringP2=kk[t_0..t_2]; i4 : Lambda=intersect(ideal(t_0,t_1),ideal(t_0,t_2),ideal(t_1,t_2),ideal(t_0,t_1-t_2), ideal(t_1,t_0-t_2),ideal(t_2,t_0-t_1),ideal(t_0-t_1,t_0-t_2)); i5 : ringP7=kk[u_0..u_7]; i6 : phi=map(ringP2,ringP7,gens image basis(4,Lambda)); i7 : Y=saturate kernel phi; i8 : ringP11=kk[x_0..x_11]; i9 : psi=map(ringP7,ringP11,gens Y); i10 : Z=ideal homogPartOfImage(psi,2); i11 : omega=invertBirationalMapRS(matrix psi,Z); i12 : omega=map(ringP11,ringP11,gens saturate ideal(gens Z|omega)); i13 : invomega=map(ringP11,ringP11,invertBirationalMapRS(matrix omega,ideal ringP11)); i14 : SecX=ideal sub((matrix(omega*invomega))_(0,0)/x_0,ringP11); i15 : --p is a smooth point of Sec(X) p=ideal(x_10,x_9,x_8,x_7,x_6,x_5,x_4,x_3,x_2-x_11,x_1,x_0); i16 : L=omega(preimage(omega,p)):(ideal matrix omega); i17 : ringP6=kk[y_0..y_6]; i18 : pr=map(ringP11,ringP6,gens L); i19 : gamma=map(ringP6,ringP11, sub(transpose (invertBirationalMap(ideal matrix omega,gens L))#0,vars ringP6));
3.2. A Cremona transformation of P 20 . Similarly to the previous construction, we now construct an example of Cremona transformation of P 20 . Let E ⊂ P 7 ⊂ P 8 be a degenerate 3-dimensional Edge variety of degree 7, namely E is the residual intersection of P 1 × P 3 ⊂ P 7
with a general quadric in P 7 containing one of the P 3 's of the rulings of P 1 × P 3 ⊂ P 7 . Denoting by t 0 , . . . ,t 8 homogeneous coordinates on P 8 , we can take P 7 ⊂ P 8 to be the hyperplane defined by t 8 , and E ⊂ P 7 to be defined by the following 8 quadratic forms (see [Sta12, Example 5 .2]):
(3.3) −t 1 t 4 + t 0 t 5 , −t 2 t 4 + t 0 t 6 , −t 3 t 4 + t 0 t 7 , −t 2 t 5 + t 1 t 6 , −t 3 t 5 + t 1 t 7 , −t 3 t 6 + t 2 t 7 , t 2 0 + t 2 2 + t 2 3 + t 1 t 5 + t 1 t 6 + t 0 t 7 , t 0 t 4 + t 2 5 + t 2 t 6 + t 5 t 6 + t 3 t 7 + t 4 t 7 .
Now, consider the birational map ϕ : P 8 Y ⊂ P 16 of type (2, 1) defined by the linear system |I E⊂P 8 (2)|, namely ϕ is defined by the quadrics in (3.3) together the monomials t 0 t 8 , . . . ,t 7 t 8 ,t 2 8 . The image Y of ϕ is an irreducible variety of degree 33 and its saturated ideal is generated by 21 quadrics. Now, consider the rational map ψ : P 16 Z ⊂ P 20 defined by these 21 quadrics, where Z denotes its image. Here the calculations become much more arduous and we are unable to determine completely the image of ψ. However, we can determine the ideal generated by all quadrics containing Z, which it turns out generated by 4 quadrics. Now we apply the method in 1.1 to determine the inverse of ψ by passing in input the ideal generated by these 4 quadrics instead of the ideal of image. This (after several hours) cooks a candidate to be the inverse of ψ, which it turns out to be just so. In the final, we see that ψ is birational and ψ −1 is defined by quadrics. Now, by taking together the 17 quadrics defining ψ −1 and the 4 independent quadrics containing Z ⊂ P 20 , we obtain a Cremona transformation ω, explicitly given by: (3.4)
x 10 x 15 − x 9 x 16 + x 6 x 20 , x 10 x 14 − x 8 x 16 + x 5 x 20 , x 9 x 14 − x 8 x 15 + x 4 x 20 ,
x 6 x 14 − x 5 x 15 + x 4 x 16 , x 11 x 13 − x 16 x 17 + x 15 x 18 − x 14 x 19 + x 12 x 20 , x 3 x 13 − x 10 x 17 + x 9 x 18 − x 8 x 19 + x 7 x 20 , x 10 x 12 − x 2 x 13 − x 7 x 16 − x 6 x 18 + x 5 x 19 , x 9 x 12 − x 1 x 13 − x 7 x 15 − x 6 x 17 + x 4 x 19 , x 8 x 12 − x 0 x 13 − x 7 x 14 − x 5 x 17 + x 4 x 18 ,
x 10 x 11 − x 3 x 16 + x 2 x 20 , x 9 x 11 − x 3 x 15 + x 1 x 20 , x 8 x 11 − x 3 x 14 + x 0 x 20 , x 7 x 11 − x 3 x 12 + x 2 x 17 − x 1 x 18 + x 0 x 19 , x 6 x 11 − x 2 x 15 + x 1 x 16 , x 5 x 11 − x 2 x 14 + x 0 x 16 , x 4 x 11 − x 1 x 14 + x 0 x 15 , x 6 x 8 − x 5 x 9 + x 4 x 10 , x 3 x 6 − x 2 x 9 + x 1 x 10 , x 3 x 5 − x 2 x 8 + x 0 x 10 , x 3 x 4 − x 1 x 8 + x 0 x 9 , x 2 x 4 − x 1 x 5 + x 0 x 6 .
(3.5) −x 15 x 18 + x 14 x 19 − x 11 x 20 , −x 15 x 17 + x 13 x 19 − x 10 x 20 , −x 14 x 17 + x 13 x 18 − x 9 x 20 , −x 11 x 17 + x 10 x 18 − x 9 x 19 , −x 15 x 16 + x 3 x 19 − x 2 x 20 , −x 14 x 16 + x 3 x 18 − x 1 x 20 , −x 13 x 16 + x 3 x 17 − x 0 x 20 , −x 12 x 16 − x 8 x 17 + x 7 x 18 − x 6 x 19 − x 5 x 20 , −x 11 x 16 + x 2 x 18 − x 1 x 19 , −x 10 x 16 + x 2 x 17 − x 0 x 19 , −x 9 x 16 + x 1 x 17 − x 0 x 18 , −x 11 x 13 + x 10 x 14 − x 9 x 15 , −x 3 x 12 − x 8 x 13 + x 7 x 14 − x 6 x 15 − x 4 x 20 , x 3 x 5 + x 2 x 6 − x 1 x 7 + x 0 x 8 − x 4 x 16 , −x 3 x 11 + x 2 x 14 − x 1 x 15 , −x 3 x 10 + x 2 x 13 − x 0 x 15 , −x 3 x 9 + x 1 x 13 − x 0 x 14 , −x 8 x 10 + x 7 x 11 − x 2 x 12 + x 5 x 15 − x 4 x 19 , −x 8 x 9 + x 6 x 11 − x 1 x 12 + x 5 x 14 − x 4 x 18 , −x 7 x 9 + x 6 x 10 − x 0 x 12 + x 5 x 13 − x 4 x 17 , −x 2 x 9 + x 1 x 10 − x 0 x 11 .
The base locus X of ω is a reduced connected scheme of dimension 12, degree 33, and Hilbert polynomial P(t) = t + 8 8 − 12 t + 9 9 + 45 t + 10 10 − 66 t + 11 11 + 33 t + 12 12 .
We are not able to calculate the singular locus of X, but one can see that the vertex of the secant variety of X is a linear space of dimension 5, which is contained in the singular locus of X.
Now, just as in the previous construction, we can obtain a parameterization of X with a birational map γ : P 12 X ⊂ P 20 of type (2, 1). This allows us to deduce that X is irreducible, rational and its Hilbert scheme L x,X of lines passing through a general point x ∈ X is a 7-dimensional extension of an Edge variety as that defined by (3.3) ; moreover the singular locus of L x,X is a linear space of dimension 3.
Implementation. The following code computes the maps in (3.4), (3.5) and the parameterization γ : P 12 P 20 .
i1 : load "bir.m2"; i2 : kk=QQ; i3 : ringP8=kk[t_0.
.t_8]; i4 : E=ideal(-t_1*t_4+t_0*t_5,-t_2*t_4+t_0*t_6,-t_3*t_4+t_0*t_7, -t_2*t_5+t_1*t_6,-t_3*t_5+t_1*t_7,-t_3*t_6+t_2*t_7, t_0^2+t_2^2+t_3^2+t_1*t_5+t_1*t_6+t_0*t_7, t_0*t_4+t_5^2+t_2*t_6+t_5*t_6+t_3*t_7+t_4*t_7); i5 : ringP16=kk[u_0..u_16]; i6 : phi=map(ringP8,ringP16,matrix{{gens E,t_8*vars(ringP8)}}); i7 : Y=saturate kernel phi; i8 : ringP20=kk[x_0..x_20]; i9 : psi=map(ringP16,ringP20,gens Y); i10 : Z=ideal homogPartOfImage(psi,2); i11 : omega=invertBirationalMapRS(matrix psi,Z); i12 : omega=map(ringP20,ringP20,gens saturate ideal(gens Z|omega)); i13 : invomega=map(ringP20,ringP20,invertBirationalMapRS(matrix omega,ideal ringP20)); i14 : SecX=ideal sub((matrix(omega*invomega))_(0,0)/x_0,ringP20); i15 : --p is a smooth point of Sec(X) p=ideal(x_19,x_18,x_17,x_16,x_15,x_14,x_13,x_12,x_11,x_10, x_9,x_8,x_7,x_6,x_5,x_4,x_3,x_2-x_20,x_1,x_0); i16 : L=omega(preimage(omega,p)):(ideal matrix omega) i17 : ringP12=kk[y_0..y_12]; i18 : pr=map(ringP20,ringP12,gens L); i19 : gamma=map(ringP12,ringP20,sub(transpose (invertBirationalMap(ideal matrix omega,gens L))#0,vars ringP12));
3.3. Some remarks about related open problems. Recall that in [ESB89] special Cremona transformations of type (2, 2) have been classified as those given by systems of quadrics through Severi varieties. In [Sta12] we have classified special birational transformations of type (2, 2) into quadric hypersurfaces as those given by systems of quadrics through hyperplane sections of Severi varieties (in particular, they are restrictions of special Cremona transformations). Now one can continue by considering special birational transformations ϕ : P n Z ⊂ P n+c of type (2, 2) into (factorial) complete intersections of c ≥ 2 quadric hypersurfaces. By using general results about special quadratic birational transformations and by applying the Divisibility Theorem in [Rus09] and the classification of conic-connected manifold contained in [IR10] , one can easily deduce that, for 2 ≤ c ≤ 5, putting r = dim B the dimension of the base locus B of ϕ, one of the following cases holds:
(1) r = 2, n = 6, c = 2; (2) r = 3, n = 8, c = 3; (3) r = 8 − c, n = 14 − c, c ≤ 4 and if c ≤ 3 then B is a prime Fano manifold of coindex 3; (4) r = 5, n = 12, c = 5;
